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Sermon 5-16/17-2020 

Laughing Stock, Blocks and Rocks – Rev. Markus Wegenast 

Matthew 16:17-19 

 
17 And Jesus answered him, “Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah! For flesh and blood has not revealed this to you, but 

my Father in heaven. 18 And I tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of Hades will 

not prevail against it. 19 I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth will be bound 
in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.” 

 
1) 

Do you remember what this is? (Hold up an old VHS tape) For a good 20 years or so, the VHS tape has been the primary 
mode to watch movies. I wonder how many of us still have boxes full of them that we can’t use anymore because our 

VHS players have long ended up on the landfill. 
 

But do you remember the olden days, when we still went to the video store to rent a movie? I’m telling you if Blockbuster 

(BB) was still around in these times of the Coronavirus pandemic, they would be making the money of their lifetime. 

There would be curb side pickup and they might even be considered an essential business. But BB is no longer around. 
What happened? 
 

In the late 1990s a new video distribution company started up. They had a new strategy: Instead of having stores they 
mailed their movies to customers directly. In the early 2000s they had about 300,000 subscribers but the system was just 

not catching on. They were bleeding money and tried to sell their company to BB. Several times they tried to sell, asking 

for $50M. But BB laughed them out their offices – who would pay $50M for a company that doesn’t even have stores? 
 

The company, you guessed it, was Netflix. In 2019 Netflix made over $20 billion – more than 3x of what BB ever made. 

As of today, there is but one of the 9000 BB stores remaining in Bend, Oregon.  
Once BB called Netflix a laughing stock – but no more! 

 

2) 

When the Good News of Jesus Christ started to spread it was also a laughing stock in the eyes of the religious and secular 
establishment.  

 

“…we proclaim Christ crucified, a stumbling block to Jews and foolishness to Gentiles.”  

- 1 Corinthians 1:23 

 

You can’t really blame the religious and civic reaction. By worldly standards the good news did not have much to offer: 

no buildings, no establishment, no seminaries, and a God who was killed on a humiliating cross – not an appealing recipe 
for success. 
 

But before the Good News took off, a soon to be crucified Jesus, tells his friends to have courage. Long before there were 

any buildings, seminaries or resurrection theologies, Jesus told Peter:  

 

I tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of Hades will not prevail against it.  

– Matthew 16: 18 
 

That’s quite a statement – what a promise! How would you feel if someone told you that you will become a rock? A little 
later Jesus repeats this promise and makes it to all of his disciples: 
 

18 Truly I tell you, whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed 

in heaven. 19 Again, truly I tell you, if two of you agree on earth about anything you ask, it will be done for you by my 

Father in heaven. 20 For where two or three are gathered in my name, I am there among them.” – Matthew 18:18-20 

 
We know the rest of the story. Initially, the movement of the good news was like a dwarf knocking on the corporate 

religious and civic doors of the world. But contrary to Netflix approaching BB, the good news did not ask to get bought 

out, instead the Good News wanted to be received and accepted. And that’s exactly what happened all over the 

Mediterranean.  
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3) 

When you think of the story of Christianity’s spread, you may look at it with critical lenses. That’s ok. You might ask: 

“But didn’t Christianity become the new BB of the Mediterranean? A dinosaur that laughs at other smaller start up 
religions?” 
 

It’s interesting, the word block buster originally comes from WWII describing a large bomb that could destroy a whole 
block of streets. 
 

You might argue that for parts of human history Christianity has behaved like a BB when it forced people into confession 

in the context of wars and colonization. 
 

I don’t want to deny that the church has to take responsibility for the mistakes she makes – but I think we have to realize that not 

all that carries the label church is church.  

When a ruler takes on the label Christian and conquers another land and forces the residents to either get baptized or die – 

well, I don’t think you have to be very creative to see that this is not the kind of authority Jesus gave Peter and his church. 
 

No, the authority that Jesus gave Peter and the church is that of the Holy Spirit. That’s where the true and hidden power 
lies. Just as the message of the cross itself. In the eyes of the world the cross was a defeat – but in God it was the love that 

redeemed the very world that rejected the one who was being crucified. In this lies the power of the church – in its 

weakness and humility. 
 

And I think this is still an effective way for the Good News to catch on. Whether it’s a brave Roman missionary who goes 

to the Germanic tribes with a message he knows will be a laughing stock to them. Or whether it’s a brave Wisconsin High 

School girl who decides to share her faith with friends. 
 

4) 

Can I ask you a question? How do you see the authority of the church today? Particularly now in times of the global 
health situation? How do you find the message of power in weakness something that is essential? 
 

Something very interesting happened here in Wisconsin: 
When our state government came out with the safe-at-home order, many churches did not expect to be considered 

essential businesses. Even our Wisconsin Conference had already prepared instructions for all churches to go on complete 

lockdown – not even taping a church service at church was supposed to be allowed. 
 

And then, surprise, surprise, churches did get considered essential which enables us to have our services taped at church, 

funerals done, and weddings celebrated. 
 

What is the essentiality of the church? Different people will answer it in different ways. I don’t know what the 

government’s perspective was on deeming churches essential businesses. I don’t know the politics that were involved. I’m 
more interested in the essentiality that Jesus had in mind when he spoke to Peter and his disciples. 

 

When I hear Jesus speak of authority I don’t understand it in terms of power that lords it over on others. But power that 
sets free and encourages. And this power, this authority, this essentiality can be found in any type of church setting: 

- Rich or poor 

- Cathedral or basement church 

- Oppressed or as state religion 

- Lukewarm or hot 

- Educated or simplistic 

 

Wherever people follow the good shepherd and are inspired by the Holy Spirit to bind good things together, God gives 
authority to his people. The church is not a blockbuster – it is a block builder. The first block was Christ, and he called 

Peter and others to be blocks on which the Good News was built. 

 
May you too find your identity in being one of the precious and valuable building blocks in Christ’s church. You may find 

that even though you become a laughing stock – Christ is with you and on this rock you can built a foundation for your 

life. 
Amen. 


